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MDS 3.0 Data Submission Specifications Errata 
Version 2.00.4 

Errata history 
Version 2.00.1 01/27/2016 Issues 01-06 were added. 
Version 2.00.2 03/21/2016 Issues 07-09 were added; issue 05 was revised. 
Version 2.00.3 05/18/2016 Issues 10-13 were added. 
Version 2.00.4 07/19/2016 Issue 10 was revised. 

Issue 
ID Problem Resolution Status 

01 Edit -3862, subedit (b) reads as follows: 

b) If B0100=[-], then all active items from 
C1310A through C1310D must equal [-]. 

However, items C1310A through C1310D do 
not have the dash [-] as an allowed value. 

The dash [-] will be added as an allowed value for items C1310A 
through C1310D. 

This change will be made 
in the next version of the 
MDS 3.0 Data 
Submission Specs. 

02 Item C1310A is part of edit -3609, which 
reads as follows: 

If B0100=[1], then all active items from 
B0200 through F0800Z must equal [^]. 

However, item C1310A does not have blank 
(the caret [*]) as an allowed value. 

The caret [^] will be added as an allowed value for item C1310A. This change will be made 
in the next version of the 
MDS 3.0 Data 
Submission Specs. 

03 Edit -3872, subedit (b), reads as follows: 

b) If A0310G=[2] or A0310H=[1] or A2400C - 
A2400B is less than or equal to 2 or 
A2100=[03], then GG0130A3, GG0130B3, 
and GG0130C3 must be equal to [^]. 

The value for A0310H is incorrect – it should 
be [0]. 

Edit -3872, subedit (b), will be revised to read as follows: 

b) If A0310G=[2] or A0310H=[0] or A2400C - A2400B is less than or 
equal to 2 or A2100=[03], then GG0130A3, GG0130B3, and 
GG0130C3 must be equal to [^]. 

This change will be made 
in the next version of the 
MDS 3.0 Data 
Submission Specs. 

04 The following items were added to item 
subsets NSD, NOD and ND:  M0300B2, 
M0300C2, M0300D2, M0300E2, and 
M0300F2. 

However, a version note was not provided in 
the data specs. 

The following version note will be added for items M0300B2, M0300C2, 
M0300D2, M0300E2, and M0300F2: 

[V2.00.0]-This item was added to the NSD, NOD and ND item subsets. 

This change will be made 
in the next version of the 
MDS 3.0 Data 
Submission Specs. 
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05 Item A2300 was listed in the data specs as 
included in the following item subsets: 

NC,NQ,NP,NS,NSD,NO,NOD,ND,NT,SP,SS
,SSD,SO, SOD,SD,ST,XX,NPE,SPE 

However, item A2300 is not a part of the NT, 
ST and XX item subsets.  Furthermore, the 
SPE subset will be removed (see issue 09). 

The data specs will be corrected to show that item A2300 is included in 
the following item subsets: 

NC,NQ,NP,NS,NSD,NO,NOD,ND,SP,SS,SSD,SO, 

SOD,SD,NPE 

This change will be made 
in the next version of the 
MDS 3.0 Data 
Submission Specs. 

NOTE:  The ISCs NC, 
NQ, and NP were 
inadvertently left off of 
the ISC list in the 
previous version of the 
errata. 

06 An issue has been discovered with edit -
3608, which controls the coding of A0310E. 
A0310E should be equal to 1 if it is the first 
OBRA, scheduled PPS, or discharge in the 
stay.  

The current edit text  for -3608 is as follows: 

a) If A0200=[1] (this is a nursing home 
record) and A0310E is equal to [1], then 
A0310A must equal [01,02,03,04,05,06] OR 
A0310B must equal [01,02,03,04,05,06,07] 
OR A0310F must equal [10,11]. 

b) If A0200=[2] (this is a swing bed record) 
and A0310E is equal to [1], then A0310B 
must equal [01,02,03,04,05,06,07] OR 
A0310F must equal [10,11]. 

The edit specifies that A0310B can be equal 
to 07 (an unscheduled PPS assessment) 
when A0310E is equal to [1]. However, an 
unscheduled PPS assessment does not 
have the necessary items to capture status 
at the beginning of the stay.  Therefore, 
A0310B cannot be equal to 07. 

The text of edit -3608 will be revised as follows: 

a) If A0200=[1] (this is a nursing home record) and A0310E is equal to 
[1], then A0310A must equal [01,02,03,04,05,06] OR A0310B must 
equal [01,02,03,04,05,06] OR A0310F must equal [10,11]. 

b) If A0200=[2] (this is a swing bed record) and A0310E is equal to [1], 
then A0310B must equal [01,02,03,04,05,06] OR A0310F must equal 
[10,11]. 

The change to this edit will be retroactive. 

This change will be made 
in the next version of the 
MDS 3.0 Data 
Submission Specs. 
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07 An edit is needed to ensure that Section GG 
discharge items are completed on a physical 
discharge on the day that the SNF Part A 
stay ends or the day after.  This can be 
accomplished by forcing the value of 
A0310H to be 1, as this will ensure that the 
GG discharge items are included on an 
OBRA discharge. 

Edit -3877 will be added to the data specifications and read as follows: 

IF (A0310F = 10 or 11)  
AND  
((A2400C = A2000) OR (A2000 - A2400C = 1)) 
THEN 
A0310H must be equal to 1. 

This edit will be of type CONSIST and will have a severity of FATAL. 

This change will be made 
in the next version of the 
MDS 3.0 Data 
Submission Specs. 

08 The item label for X0600H currently reads 
as follows: 

SNF PPS Part A Discharge (End of Stay) 
Assessment 

The label should have “Correction:” 
preceding it. 

The item label for X0600H shall be modified to read as follows: 

Correction: SNF PPS Part A Discharge (End of Stay) Assessment 

This change will be made 
in the next version of the 
MDS 3.0 Data 
Submission Specs. 
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09 After further review, it has been determined 
that the item subset SPE is unnecessary.  
Therefore, it will be removed from the data 
specifications. 

The ISC code SPE will be removed from the data specifications as 
follows: 

1) The SPE record will be removed from the ISC master table 
(isc_mstr) in the data specifications database.  This is the record 
where the field isc_mstr_key is equal to 38. 

2) In the data specifications database, the combination of A0200 and 
A0310A-H values that were previously listed as resulting in an 
SPE assessment in the ISC value table (isc_val) will no longer 
result in a valid ISC code.  This affects one record in the isc_val 
table, where the field isc_id_key is equal to 7260.  The value of the 
field isc_id for that record should be changed from “SPE” to “—“. 

3) The field SPE will be removed from the item master table 
(itm_mstr) in the data specifications database.  The fields 
isc_active and isc_inactive will be updated to remove “SPE” 
wherever it appears.  All version notes in the itm_vrsn_notes field 
that contain “SPE” will be revised, i.e., “Item added to the new 
NPE and SPE item sets” will become “Item added to the new NPE 
item set.” 

4) In the Overview document, the following changes will be made:  
The SPE row in Table 3 (Swing Bed Item Subset Codes) will be 
removed on Page 18.  The SPE row for Table A2 (Database Field 
Descriptions) will be removed on Page 25.  The 
GetISC_10012016 Function will be revised to remove the last 
ElseIf clause on Page 30. 

As a result of these changes, the MDS Data Specification reports, as 
well as the Edit Change, Item Change and Unduplicated Edits by ID 
reports, will be regenerated to remove all occurrences of the SPE Item 
Subset Code. 

This change will be made 
in the next version of the 
MDS 3.0 Data 
Submission Specs. 
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10 For new item X0600H, the valid values in 
the specs are currently [0, 1]; however, this 
item should be skipped when a new record 
is being added (i.e., A0050 = 1).  Also, the 
item should not be skipped for modification 
and inactivation records.  Furthermore, 
X0600H should be included in the list of 
items used to locate a record that is being 
modified or inactivated. 

The following revisions will be made to the data specifications: 

1) The caret [^] will be added as a valid value for item X0600H. 

2) Edit -3746 currently reads as follows:  If A0050 (formerly X0100) = 
[1], then all active items from X0150 through X1100E must equal 
[^].  Therefore, item X0600H will be mapped to this edit. 

3) Edit -3791 will be mapped to X0600H and revised to read as 
follows:  If A0050 (formerly X0100) = [2, 3], then the following 
active items must not equal [^]: X0150, X0200C, X0300, X0400, 
X0600A, X0600B, X0600C, X0600F, X0600H. 

4) Edit -3745 will be mapped to X0600H and revised to read as 
follows: 

In order to modify or inactivate a record that has previously been 
accepted by the submission system, the system must be able to locate 
the previous record.  Appropriate values from the record to be corrected 
must therefore be submitted for the following locator items: 

a) X0150 (provider type) 
b) X0200A (resident first name) 
c) X0200C (resident last name) 
d) X0300 (gender) 
e) X0400 (birth date) 
f) X0500 (social security number) 
g) X0600A (OBRA reason for assessment) 
h) X0600B (PPS reason for assessment) 
i) X0600C (PPS OMRA assessment) 
j) X0600D (Swing Bed clinical change assessment) -- if swing bed 
assessment 
k) X0600F (entry/discharge reporting) 
l) X0600H (SNF PPS Part A Discharge (End of Stay) Assessment) 
m) X0700A (assessment reference date) 
n) X0700B (discharge date) 
o) X0700C (entry date) 

If a matching previously accepted record cannot be located, a fatal 
error will result and the submitted record will be rejected. 

This change will be made 
in the next version of the 
MDS 3.0 Data 
Submission Specs. 
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11 Edit -3875 currently reads as follows: 

If A0310H=[1], then A2400C must not equal 
[-,^]. 

However, since A2400C is a date field, the 
value [--------] is used to indicate that the 
Medicare stay is ongoing, as opposed to the 
single dash [-]. 

Edit -3875 will be revised to read as follows: 

If A0310H=[1], then A2400C must not equal [--------,^]. 

This change will be made 
in the next version of the 
MDS 3.0 Data 
Submission Specs. 

12 Edit -3876c currently reads as follows: 

(c) If A0310F=[10,11] and A0310H=[1], then 
A2000 must be equal to A2400C. 

However, the policy is as follows:  Part A 
discharge is performed unless the resident 
is discharged on the Part A stay end date or 
the day after. 

Edit -3876c will be revised to read as follows: 

(c) If A0310F=[10,11] and A0310H=[1], then ((A2400C = A2000) OR 
(A2000 - A2400C = 1)). 

This change will be made 
in the next version of the 
MDS 3.0 Data 
Submission Specs. 

13 Item Z0500B is listed as active on an 
inactivation (XX) record in the data 
specifications database.  This is incorrect. 

Item Z0500B will not be active on Inactivation (XX) records.  The ‘x’ will 
be removed from the field XX in the itm_mstr table of the data 
specifications database. 

This change will be made 
in the next version of the 
MDS 3.0 Data 
Submission Specs. 
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